
By this time my blood type is pumpkin spice...☕ 

“It’s almost the rst day of autumn! A time of hot chocolatey
mornings, and toasty marshmallow evenings, and, best of all,
leaping into leaves!” — Winnie the Pooh

What a very busy rst full week of school. They are all o cially
Third Graders! We completed our rst Journeys lesson as well as our rst chapter in Science. They
all did AMAZINGLY on their rst spelling test and science quiz.

On Monday the First Lady of Poland will be visiting our school. She will be visiting after hours. Only
those who signed up will be able to attend. If you and your child are attending, please be sure they
are wearing their uniform.

This week we will continue learning about multiplication as equal groups and division as sharing.
We should be wrapping up this rst unit by the end of the week with a math test on Friday.
Beginning next week the class will be learning their multiplication facts. I strongly suggest
practicing every night. We will make ash cards in school and they will be bringing them to and
from school in their folder.

We will continue reading Charlotte's Web as well as working on our second lesson in Journeys.
The new spelling words have been posted on the class webpage. In Grammar we have been
learning about complete sentences, subjects and predicates. We will continue this week with types
of sentences.

Our Social Studies lessons this week will focus on landforms and labeling all seven continents and
ve oceans on a map. They will be given a blank map everyday to practice and will earn DoJo

points for each correct answer. In science we will continue learning about force and motion.

Also this week we will begin the iReady Diagnostic. Each child will also be tested in reading to
determine their reading levels. Once everyone has completed the diagnostic and reading
benchmark testing, I will send home results. Please reach out to me directly should you have any



questions regarding this. Once all testing is done, we will use the data to determine RTI needs and
goals.

The class is very excited about earning DoJo points and are looking forward to the prize store
being opened this Friday! Thank you to the parents who have helped supply the store by scanning
the QR code from Meet the Teacher and purchasing from the Amazon List.

Don't forget to join us for morning prayer.

Finally, If you have not signed up on the Remind App, please do so. The code can be found on the
class webpage as well as in your folder from Meet the Teacher night.

Happy fall! 🌰 🍂

Did you know...?

Equinox comes from the Latin words for 'equal' and 'night'? Meaning that on the equinox, the day and night
is roughly equal in length.

“It’s like going
back to school. You know,
autumn! Time for Harry Potter.”

— Robbie Coltrane

“Life starts
All over again when it gets
crisp in the fall.”

– F. Scott Fitzgerald

“She loved the fall,
All the sun-faded colors of
summer repainted by vivid reds
and golds.”

– Naomi Ragen
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